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Abstract. Based on a comprehensive set of fission-fragment distributions measured
in low-energy fission, the even-odd staggering in the fission-fragment element yields
is investigated. The well-established evolution of the global even-odd effect with
the fissioning system is found to be only a partial aspect of the even-odd structure.
Indeed, it is shown that the global even-odd effect varies systematically with the mean
asymmetry of the fission-fragment distribution, and that the general increase of the
even-odd staggering with asymmetry depends on the fissioning system. Thus, the
dependency of the even-odd effect with the fissioning system is accredited in part to the
asymmetry evolution of the charge distribution, and not solely to the dissipated energy
as it has been done earlier. This interpretation is strongly supported by data measured
in inverse kinematics, which cover the complete fission-fragment charge distribution
and include precise yields at symmetry. The relevance of the ordering parameter for
the description the even-odd effect in fission-fragment yields as a general property is
explored.
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1. Introduction
Even-odd staggering in proton (Z) and neutron (N) numbers is a well-known
characteristic of low-energy fission-fragment yields [1]. The large amplitude of this
staggering, which may reach 40% in the case of the element distribution of fission
fragments of thorium [2], has always been fascinating to nuclear physicists. The
experimental access to the exact number of neutrons of the fission fragments at scission is
difficult to obtain because the number of neutrons is modified by evaporation processes.
In contrast, evaporation of protons from the neutron-rich fission fragments is negligible.
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Therefore, if measured prior to their beta-decay, the element yields, and the associated
even-odd staggering, reveal the properties of the fissioning system at scission. During the
fission process, the total energy of the system is subject to substantial reorganization.
At the fission barrier, the part of the initial excitation energy which corresponds to the
height of the barrier is bound in potential energy and the intrinsic excitation energy is
accordingly reduced. On the further path to scission where the two fragments separate,
the potential energy decreases again. This energy release drives the nascent fragments
apart and feeds the pre-scission kinetic energy.
The observation of odd-Z fragments from an even-Z fissioning nucleus testifies to
the breaking of proton pairs during the re-organisation of the intrinsic structure of
the fissioning nucleus on its path towards scission. Indeed, in thermal-neutron-induced
fission of even-Z actinides, the intrinsic energy available above the fission barrier is lower
than the pairing gap, and thus, the system crosses the fission barrier in a fully paired
configuration. When odd-Z fragments are observed, an ensemble of fully paired protons
undergoes deformation down to scission, where at least one proton pair is broken and
both unpaired protons end up in different fission fragments, producing odd-Z species.
The breaking of pairs consumes part of the energy stored in the system in the form of
collective kinetic energy [3]. This coupling between collective and individual degrees
of freedom is the consequence of the viscosity of the nuclear matter, and is defined as
a dissipation process. The amplitude of the even-odd staggering is therefore linked
to dissipation during the deformation in the fission process. It has always been a
challenge to understand the mechanism of dissipation and the relation between pairing
effects and the dissipated energy. The present work focuses on isotopes for which
nuclear-charge yields are accessible. The data emerge from experiments performed
at ILL for fissile actinides and at GSI for long chains of neutron-deficient actinium,
thorium, protactinium, and uranium isotopes. This ensemble of data allows accessing
an unprecedented systematic on pairing effects in fission-fragment yields. They show
new general properties that cannot be explained with the conventional interpretations.
2. Global even-odd staggering and dissipated energy
A simple method to quantify the even-odd structure in the fragment production is to
define the global even-odd effect δ as the average difference between even- and odd-Z










Several models have attempted to quantitatively relate the global even-odd
staggering to the dissipated energy. They are all based on the idea that the even-
odd effect in element yields is determined by the probability that the protons remain in
fully paired all the way up to the scission configuration.
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The model proposed by Nifenecker et al. [4] is certainly the most widely used
as it correlates δ and the dissipated energy Ediss with a very simple expression. This
model calculates the maximum number of broken pairs at scission as the ratio between
the dissipated energy and the amount of energy necessary to break a pair (the pairing
gap). The nucleus at scission is then considered to consist of a fully paired core and an
ensemble of broken pairs. The probability to break a proton versus a neutron pair, the
probability to break one or more pairs if the necessary amount of energy is available, and
the probability that the nucleons of the broken pairs end up in two different fragments,
are determined by a combinatorial analysis. This model estimates a dissipated energy
of about 4 MeV for 230Th to 12 MeV for 250Cf.
An alternative approach by Bouzid et al. [5] is based on a dynamical description of
the fission process. In this model, the descent from saddle to scission is considered to be
adiabatic, and the violent neck rupture leading to the formation of the two separated
fragments causes the pair breaking. The probability to break a pair is correlated with
the velocity of the neck rupture, which is shown to increase with the Coulomb repulsion





f , where Zf and Af are the nuclear charge and mass of the fissioning nucleus,
respectively. The probability that the broken pairs end up in different fragments is a
parameter fitted to reproduce the data. In particular, this model considers the difference
in the proton- and neutron-number staggering as a consequence of the less violent neck
rupture for protons, since they are less likely to be present in the neck due to the
Coulomb repulsion.
A rigorous formulation of the even-odd staggering has been derived by Rejmund et
al. [6] within the framework of the statistical model. It is based on a realistic description
of the number of quasi-particle excitations of the proton and neutron ensembles as
a function of the excitation energy at scission. The pairing-gap parameter depends
on excitation energy, deformation, and the number of quasi-particle excitations. The
probability to break proton pairs as a function of the excitation energy is derived
accurately as the ratio of the proton excited states over all available single-particle
states. This is in contrast to the model of Nifenecker et al., where the even-odd effect is
deduced from a combinatorial analysis, based on the ensemble of possibly broken pairs,
using fitted parameters.
Recently, new ideas about the division of the intrinsic excitation energy between
the two nascent fragments [7] lead to an extension of the model of Rejmund et al. [6] to
asymmetric splits. The development of this new model [8] was guided by the analysis
of the empirical data performed in the present work. The central idea is that the
magnitude of the even-odd effect is not governed by the total intrinsic energy available
in the fissioning system but by the nascent fragment which carries the lowest intrinsic
excitation energy at scission.
The evolution of the global even-odd staggering from measurements of fragment
yields of fissile actinides at ILL is displayed as a function both of the fissility and the
Coulomb parameter in figure 1, left and right panels, respectively. A clear decrease is
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Figure 1. Global even-odd effect as a function of the fissility parameter (left) or the
Coulomb parameter (right). Data are from thermal-neutron-induced fission of 229Th
[2], 233U [14], 235U [3, 15], 239Pu [16], 245Cm [17, 18] and 249Cf [19, 20].
observed as a function of both parameters. The correlation of the even-odd staggering
with the fissility [9] suggested that more energy is dissipated in nuclei with higher
fissility, since the amplitude of the global even-odd effect was already associated with
the dissipated energy gained by the nucleus. The fissility parameter x = Z2f/Af reflects
the stability against fission, but its connection with the dissipated energy is not evident.
On the other hand, the total energy released from saddle to scission has been shown
to be essentially determined by the Coulomb parameter [5]. Therefore, the evolution of
the even-odd staggering with the fissioning nucleus is usually investigated as a function
of the Coulomb parameter [6, 10, 11].
3. Evolution of the fragment distribution with the fissioning nucleus and its
influence on the even-odd staggering
In low-energy fission of most actinides, shell effects induce an asymmetry in the mass
and charge distributions of fragments, which show two groups [12]. The group of heavy
fragments is distributed around an average value of A∼140, independent of the mass
of the fissioning system. In order to conserve the total mass of the fissioning nucleus,
the group of the light fragments increases towards heavier masses for heavier fissioning
nuclei, gradually approaching symmetry. The equivalent behaviour is observed in charge
distributions. However, for the latter, until an experiment exploiting inverse kinematics
[13], only the light part of the distribution was experimentally accessible. Element-yield
distributions reported in figure 2 have been obtained at the Lohengrin spectrometer
[2, 14, 3, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20]. For this particular experimental procedure, only the light
fragment distributions were measured. In addition, the present analysis uses solely those
element yields for which the complete isotopic distribution is available. This restriction is
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necessary to avoid incorrect element yields [21]. The data show an average light charge
centred on values varying from Z = 36 to 44, for fissioning nuclei from Th to Cf, as
indicated by arrows in figure 4. This coincides with a heavy charge distribution centred
on a constant value Z=54, independent of the fissioning nucleus, as reported already
in [22]. To explore the fission asymmetry, it is convenient to define the asymmetry
parameter: a = (ZH − ZL)/Zf , where ZH and ZL are the charge of heavy and light
fragment, respectively. In figure 2, the element yields are displayed as a function of this
parameter, which results in a common scale for the asymmetry of the distribution for
all considered systems. As it was previously mentioned, and in order to conserve the
total nuclear charge, the average asymmetry < a > of the nuclear-charge distributions
of the light fission-fragments shifts from 0.28 to 0.13 when considering fissioning systems
from 230Th to 250Cf. In figure 3, the corresponding global even-odd effect is displayed
as a function of the average asymmetry of the light fragment distribution. A clear
relationship is observed; when the average asymmetry decreases, the global even-odd
effect decreases.
As there exists a clear decrease of the even-odd effect with increasing excitation
energy at saddle [23, 24] and a prediction for an increasing energy release between
saddle and scission with the Coulomb parameter [5, 10], it is conventionally assumed
that the decrease in even-odd effect with the fissility or with the Coulomb parameter is
due to the increase in dissipated energy from saddle to scission. However, figures 1 and
3 show that the global even-odd effect is correlated also with other parameters which are
not directly connected to the energy dissipated between saddle and scission; the fissility
x and the average asymmetry < a > of the fragment distribution. The clear correlation
between the global even-odd effect and the mean asymmetry opens the question on the
potential influence of the asymmetry degree of freedom on the even-odd effect.
3.1. Local even-odd staggering and influence of the asymmetry
In order to obtain more detailed information on the influence of the asymmetry degree
of freedom on the amplitude of the even-odd effect, the local even-odd staggering δ(Z)
can be investigated. Its magnitude is a measure of the deviation of the nuclear-charge
distribution from a smooth behaviour, and is usually studied following the prescription
of Tracy et al. [25]. For different fissioning systems [2, 14, 3, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20],
the local even-odd staggering has been shown to be larger for large asymmetry. This
experimental observation is presented in figure 4 for a number of nuclei. The rate of
increase is largest for the lightest system, 230Th, and decreases for the heavier systems.
The values of the local even-odd effect for the different nuclei approach each other at
symmetry, but due to missing experimental information at symmetry and due to the
scattering of the data points one can only say that they converge to a rather narrow
range between 5 and 20 percent. For several systems, the data points that are closest
to symmetry present an appreciably higher local even-odd effect than expected from
the global trend. This effect may be associated with the influence of the Z=50 shell
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Figure 2. Element distributions displayed as a function of the asymmetry parameter
of the distribution, for thermal-neutron-induced fission of 230Th, 236U, 234U, 240Pu,
246Cm and 250Cf, from top to bottom.
in the complementary fragment, which is known to enhance the yield of tin isotopes
and, thus, leads to a local increase of the deduced even-odd effect. The local even-odd
effect, namely the increase towards asymmetry has led to the notion of cold asymmetric
fission, for which an extreme deformation takes most of the available excitation energy,
and consequently the intrinsic excitation energy would remain low [15]. However, no
elaborate model existed to quantitatively describe the even-odd effect based on these
assumptions. Moreover, it will be shown in the following that, even in the case of
scission configurations with invariably at least one unpaired proton, a large even-odd
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Figure 3. Global even-odd effect as a function of the average asymmetry of the
fragment distribution.
Figure 4. Local even-odd effect for the series of element distributions of even-
[2, 14, 3, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20] and odd-Z [26, 27] nuclei studied with neutron-induced
fission. The arrows indicate the value of the average asymmetry of the fragment
distributions.
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effect can be observed at large asymmetry. Therefore, the excitation energy and the
consequent number of broken pairs cannot be considered as being uniquely accountable
for the amplitude of the even-odd effect.
3.2. Local even-odd staggering in odd-Z fissioning systems
In the late 90´s the general appearance of a large even-odd effect in the Z distributions of
odd-Z fissioning nuclei has been reported [28]. In these odd-Z systems, the probability
to reach the scission configuration with at least one unpaired proton is always one.
Assuming that any unpaired proton ends up in one or the other fragment with equal
probability, it was expected that the even-odd effect would be zero over the full element
distribution. With experimental techniques based on inverse kinematics, the even-
odd staggering has been systematically measured for a large number of actinium and
protactinium isotopes, over the complete fragment distribution. Its value was found
to be zero close to symmetry and systematically increasing for large asymmetry, up
to amplitudes as large as 40 %. A similar observation of a large even-odd effect has
been reported in neutron-induced fission of 238Np [26], and 242mAm [27], as shown in
figure 4. The even-odd effect of the odd-Z fissioning systems at large asymmetry follows
the general behaviour of the even-Z fissioning systems. Their values are very close to
those of the neighbouring even-Z systems, as was reported already in [26]. In the inverse-
kinematics data, where the heavier part of the fragment distribution has been measured,
the even-odd staggering was found to be negative for heavy fragments, revealing a higher
probability for the unpaired proton to end up in the heavy fragment. In these odd-Z
fissioning systems, an even-odd effect may only be generated by a mechanism which
is related to some difference in the properties of the fragments in asymmetric splits.
The similarity of the local even-odd effect values of close-by even-Z and odd-Z systems
suggests that a similar mechanism is responsible for the increase of the even-odd effect
in even-Z fissioning systems. These experimental observations lead to the interpretation
that the conventionally assumed relation between pair breaking and even-odd effect in
the fission yields is valid only close to symmetry, as it was previously discussed in [28, 6].
In addition, the variation of the even-odd effect close to symmetry is limited to a value
below 20%, which does not vary much as the fissility (or Coulomb parameter) of the
fissioning system varies. Most of the amplitude of the even-odd effect is then linked
to the asymmetry of the fragment distribution, and is common for odd-Z and even-Z
fissioning systems.
The observation of an even-odd staggering for odd-Z fissioning nuclei and the
interpretation presented reveal that the relation between the amplitude of the even-odd
staggering in fission-fragment charge yields and the intrinsic excitation energy at scission
is not as direct as suggested by the established models discussed in section 2. Indeed,
neither the statistical description of Nifenecker et al. nor the dynamical description of
Bouzid et al. can explain the appearance of any global or local even-odd structure for
odd-Z fissioning nuclei since in these models, the probability of unpaired nucleons to
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end up in one or the other fragment does not depend on the size of the fragments. The
statistical model of Rejmund et al. [6] considers the local effect of dissipated energy
for symmetric scission, separately of the influence of asymmetry in the fission-fragment
yields. In references [26, 27], the phenomenon is qualitatively discussed in terms of
energy balance; because the pairing gap is decreasing with the fragment mass, the light
fragments are more likely to remain fully paired. However, only the binding energies of
cold systems are considered. A statistical description of the local even-odd staggering as
function of the asymmetry based on the level density of the fission fragments formed at
scission [28] reproduces the higher probability for the unpaired nucleons to end up in the
heavy fragment. This model gives a quantitative prediction of the general increase of the
local even-odd staggering with the asymmetry, for odd-Z fissioning nuclei as well as for
even-Z fissioning nuclei. Recently, the large local even-odd effect in asymmetric splits
has been explained as the result of the energy-sorting mechanism in superfluid nuclear
dynamics [8]. This model is the first one that reproduces all experimental data on the
local even-odd effect for different fissioning systems and its variation with asymmetry
rather well.
3.3. Local even-odd staggering at symmetry
The general trend of the even-odd effect towards symmetry is to decrease and to remain
restricted to the range between 5 and 20%, as depicted in figure 4. However, due to
the lack of data close to symmetry, it is difficult to draw further conclusions. The
experimental technique based on inverse kinematics [13] allows to access the element
yields over the complete element distribution, with high resolution and for a wide
systematic investigation of neutron-deficient fissioning systems. In addition, fission
is induced via electromagnetic interaction, and occurs therefore at excitation energies
which are, on the average, a few MeV higher than in fission induced by thermal
neutrons. This results in higher yields for symmetric splits. As a consequence, this
technique provides unique and high-quality data on element yields at symmetry. In
figure 5, the local even-odd effect measured for similar fissioning systems using both
techniques (thermal-neutron-induced fission in direct kinematics and electromagnetic-
induced fission in inverse kinematics) is displayed in the left panel. The inverse-
kinematics data cover the full element distribution; due to the higher excitation energy
the measured even-odd staggering has a lower value, but similar characteristic patterns
are observed with both experimental approaches. This is demonstrated in the right
panel of figure 5, where the ratio between the amplitude of the even-odd staggering for
both experimental methods is displayed. The result is a constant ratio around 60% on
the full range of asymmetry. From this value, it is possible to extrapolate that for both
230Th and 234U, the even-odd effect in low-energy fission at symmetry is of the order of
few percents, below 10%. It is important to note, that this small but non-zero value of
the even-odd staggering at symmetry has two major consequences:
Firstly, the parameterization used for the evaluation of fission-fragment yields [29],
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which is based on former radio-chemical data, considers no even-odd effect at symmetry,
in contradiction to the present experimental observation. The parameterization should
be reformulated appropriately.
Figure 5. Left panel: Local even-odd staggering measured in similar fissioning systems
using thermal-neutron- (full symbols) and electromagnetic-induced- (open symbols)
fission. Right panel: Ratio between the data obtained with the two different techniques
for the two fissioning systems considered.
Secondly, the major contribution to the global even-odd effect (40% for 230Th, 23
% for 234U, see figure 1) emanates from the asymmetry of the fragment distribution,
which is not directly related to the probability to break pairs in the descent from saddle
to scission, because it is also present in odd-Z fissioning systems. As a consequence,
previous estimates on the dissipated energy derived from the amplitude of the global
even-odd staggering [4, 5] are not justified. In addition, the estimated value for the even-
odd effect at symmetry for 230Th and 234U is very close to the value measured close to
symmetry for heavier systems such as 246Cm and 250Cf. Both 246Cm and 250Cf have
a relatively smooth behaviour when approaching symmetry, suggesting values around
few percents (see figure 4). Within the experimental uncertainty, the variation of the
amplitude of the even-odd effect at symmetry with the fissility of the fissioning nucleus
seems to be weak. The standard interpretation of the global even-odd effect attributes
a strong variation of the dissipated energy with the fissility of the fissioning system,
based on the evolution of the global even-odd effect with the fissility (figure 1). The
present investigation shows the fact that the global even-odd effect is strongly modified
by the influence of the asymmetry of the fission process. The even-odd staggering at
symmetry remains in a range of small values, and shows at most a weak variation within
the experimental error bars. However, the conclusions on the variation of the even-odd
effect at symmetry in nuclei studied with neutron-induced fission suffer from the lack of
data and large error bars. New data sets and improved measurements would be needed
to further precise these observations.
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3.4. Dependence on asymmetry and fissioning system
The data analysed in the present work suggest that the local even-odd effect depends
on both the fissioning system and the asymmetry of the split. This two-parameter
dependence is shown in figure 6, where the local even-odd effect is displayed as a function
of the fissility (left panels) and the Coulomb parameter (right panels) of the fissioning
nucleus, for different values of the asymmetry (open symbols) and compared to the
values closest to or at symmetry (full symbols). The latter are repeated in each figure
as reference for better comparison. For symmetric splits measured in electromagnetic-
induced fission, the local even-odd staggering shows a small but definitively non-zero
amplitude, remarkably independent of the fissioning nucleus. The data presented in
figure 6 confirm the conclusions drawn from figure 5 for a wider range of nuclei. The
data from neutron-induced fission do not provide direct information on this issue, as
symmetric splits cannot be reached due to technical limitations already mentioned
above. The full squares in figure 6 correspond to yields from the most symmetric
splits measured. Due to the properties of the fragment distributions and the technical
limitations, discussed in section 3, the access to the most symmetric splits is correlated
with the fissioning system, making it easier to experimentally approach the symmetry
for larger systems, and decreasing from a = 0.15 to 0.02 when considering fissioning
systems from 230Th to 250Cf. This correlation produces a steadily decreasing amplitude
of the even-odd effect at the most symmetric yield as a function of fissility or Coulomb
parameter.
For large asymmetry (upper panels of figure 6), although fission is induced
with moderately higher excitation energy in the inverse-kinematics technique,
electromagnetic- and thermal-neutron-induced fission data show the same trend. The
amplitude of the even-odd staggering at a given asymmetry is decreasing with fissility
or Coulomb parameter. For lower values of the asymmetry (shown in the middle and
lower panels of figure 6), the slope and amplitude of the local even-odd effect reduces
and gradually approaches the value of the even-odd staggering at symmetry.
3.5. Ordering parameter
The dependence of the local even-odd effect with the fissioning system is usually reduced
to an ordering parameter defining the fissioning nuclei. An optimum ordering parameter
shows the same behavior of the even-odd effect for nuclei with the same parameter.
Figure 1 shows that there exists a relation between the global even-odd effect and both
the fissility and the Coulomb parameter. The validity of these quantities as ordering
parameters for the local even-odd effect is investigated in detail in this section.
Left and right panels of figure 6 show the evolution of the even-odd effect of the
same data set with respect to the fissility and the Coulomb parameter of the fissioning
nucleus, respectively. Conventionally [6, 11, 10], the Coulomb parameter is considered
to be the most appropriate ordering parameter, since it is associated with the available
energy gain on the path from saddle to scission [5]. However, this conclusion has been
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Figure 6. The local even-odd effect is displayed as a function of the fissility x (left
panels) and Coulomb parameter Zc (right panels). Upper panels show the effect for
an asymmetry of 0.27 (open symbols), and compared to the local even-odd effect
measured at symmetry (full symbols). Data of electromagnetic-induced fission of
neutron-defficient Th and U isotopes are shown as blue circles and red diamonds,
respectively. Data from thermal-neutron-induced fission are shown as black squares.
Middle and bottom panels: same as above with an asymmetry of 0.21 and 0.19,
respectively. Data at symmetry are shown in all panels for reference.
drawn on the basis of the limited range of accessible nuclei in direct kinematics, while
ignoring the correlation between the Coulomb parameter and the average asymmetry
of the fragment distribution. Figure 6 displays data for fixed values of the asymmetry
distribution, thus eliminating the role of the asymmetry parameter. The panels on the
right-hand side show that the data of the long isotopic chains of thorium obtained in
electromagnetic-induced fission shrink to a narrow range when plotted as a function
of the Coulomb parameter. The systematic decrease of the local even-odd effect with
increasing mass number (established in figure 4) produces a steep slope in the even-
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odd effect of each fissioning element when represented as a function of the Coulomb
parameter. An extrapolation of the slope in the thorium chain towards higher Zc
suggests a zero value of the local even-odd staggering at Zc ∼ 1400 in the three right
panels of figure 6. However, considerable even-odd effects have been observed for heavier
systems (see figure 1). Thus, there are severe problems in considering the Coulomb
parameter as the ordering parameter for the local even-odd effect, since the behavior of
the effect is different when considering different species with the same Zc. This could not
be observed earlier, because the number of investigated nuclei was too limited (in general
only one isotope per fissioning element, as shown by the black squares), and restricted
to nuclei close to the stability line. The other possible ordering parameter, the fissility,
is investigated in the left panels of figure 6. This parameter allows for a coherent
description of the even-odd effect throughout the whole ensemble of collected data,
originating from electromagnetic- or thermal-neutron-induced fission. The systematic
decrease of the even-odd effect at fixed asymmetry suggests that the even-odd effect
would disappear at x ∼ 39, which is compatible with the available data on even-odd
effect in fission, since all systems investigated have smaller values of fissility.
4. Influence of the excitation energy
Figure 5 suggests that an increase in excitation energy influences the even-odd staggering
in element yields of the even-Z 234U and 229Th systems with a constant reduction factor
over the complete fragment distribution. The number of initially broken pairs has an
impact on the amplitude of the even-odd effect. There exist no experimental data on
the evolution of the even-odd effect in element distributions of odd-Z fissioning systems
with the excitation energy. However, it is possible to compare neighbouring odd-Z and
even-Z systems investigated in electromagnetic-induced fission, where the compound
nucleus is created with a few MeV excitation energy above the fission barrier [13],
which allows for the breaking of several nucleon pairs. Interestingly enough, figure
7 shows that, in contrast to the low-energy fission case (figure 4), at several MeV
of excitation energy, the amplitudes of the even-odd staggering in odd-Z fissioning
systems are systematically lower than their neighbouring even-Z systems. In low-energy
fission, the pairing correlations in even-Z and odd-Z fissioning systems are very different;
one is totally paired (the excitation energy at saddle is below the pairing gap) while
the second has an ensemble of totally paired protons plus one unpaired proton; this
additional proton is expected to weaken strongly the pairing correlations of the nucleus
by blocking effects, while figure 4 shows that the pairing effects in close-by even- and odd-
Z fissioning systems have similar amplitudes. At higher excitation energy, the proton-
proton correlations in both systems are expected to be more similar, as the possible
broken pairs in the even- and odd-Z systems equally weaken the pairing correlations
of the remaining pairs. This would imply a smaller but similar even-odd effect in the
fission of even and odd-Z nuclei at larger excitation energies. This is in contradiction
with the data presented in figure 7, which exhibit a systematically lower amplitude of
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Figure 7. Local even-odd staggering in neighbouring even-Z and odd-Z actinides
measured in electromagnetic-induced fission [13]
the even-odd effect in odd-Z fissioning nuclei, and thus a larger influence of the unpaired
proton on the magnitude of the even-odd effect at higher energies.
5. Conclusion
A systematic investigation on even-odd staggering in fission-fragment yields based
on thermal-neutron-induced fission of actinides and electromagnetic-induced fission of
neutron-deficient actinides is reported. This comprehensive data base allowed for the
study of properties of the even-odd effect that were not accessible previously on the
basis of thermal-neutron-induced fission alone due to the limited variety of fissioning
nuclei investigated. The global even-odd effect is shown to vary with properties of the
fissioning system, which do not have an evident connection with the available energy
available on the deformation path from saddle to scission and the possible quasi-particle
excitations. For all considered systems, the amplitude of the local even-odd effect at
symmetry is shown to be small compared to the value at large asymmetries, while the
latter is varying strongly with the fissioning system. The evolution of the global even-
odd effect with the fissioning system is thus shown to be essentially due to the evolution
of the fragment-distribution asymmetry, and its influence on the local even-odd effect.
Consequently, the global even-odd effect cannot be considered to derive conclusions on
dissipation, as it includes a strong contribution of the asymmetry of the fission-fragment
distribution, which is unrelated with energy dissipation. The Coulomb parameter of
the fissioning system, which is the conventional ordering parameter to investigate the
evolution of the even-odd effect with the fissioning nucleus, is shown to be problematic.
Despite its correlation to the available energy in the path down to scission, it is unable
to describe the evolution of the even-odd effect over the ensemble of the investigated
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fissioning systems, which confirms that the even-odd effect is not only connected to the
dissipated energy.
The results of the present analysis refute great part of the traditional theoretical
models and ideas, which were developed to explain the even-odd effect in fission-fragment
distributions. The new findings should be a guidance for a better understanding of this
beautiful signature of the influence of nuclear structure on nuclear dynamics.
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